
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

“Raiding the Rock Vault” and Tropicana Weddings to Offer 
Rock Star Wedding Package 

 
Powerhouse vocalist and ordained minister Paul Shortino will join couples in rock ‘n’ roll wedded 

bliss 
 

Tweet it! Ready to rock your vows? @Rock_Vault and @TropLVweddings team up to offer 
#Rock #Wedding Package. Get it now! http://bit.ly/1JuoDIV  

 
LAS VEGAS (January 29, 2015) – It’s a nice day for a white wedding with Tropicana 
Weddings, which has partnered with “Raiding the Rock Vault” to offer a Rock Star Wedding 
Package for couples looking to take an exciting trip down the aisle. “Raiding the Rock Vault” 
lead vocalist Paul Shortino, who is also an ordained minister, will serve as the officiant, joining 
the couples in matrimony.  
 
To launch the package, “Raiding the Rock Vault” has selected one lucky couple to wed in the 
inaugural service on Tuesday, Feb. 3 at The New Tropicana Las Vegas. Shortino will minister 
the service and fellow “Raiding the Rock Vault” stars will serve as ushers to “rock” guests down 
the aisle. Access to the nuptials will be granted to fans through contests on social media, who 
will be invited to attend the ceremony and an exclusive VIP reception before being ushered into 
the theater for the show that evening.  
 
“Something I've wanted to do my entire life is to bring together and unite people,” said Shortino, 
who has performed in Rough Cutt and Quiet Riot. “Love is the most important thing. Whether 
couples are embarking together on the journey of marriage or looking to renew their vows, I 
want to make sure it’s a ceremony they will remember for the rest of their lives.”  
 
In addition to being married by a rock star, couples who book the fun and high-energy package 
will receive VIP tickets to “Raiding the Rock Vault,” where they will be able to meet and mingle 
with the band prior to the show. Among the amenities in the one-of-a-kind package are: a 12-
rose hand-tied bouquet and rose boutonniere (or equivalent floral for same-sex couples), 18 
candid ceremony photos (4×6), 1 keepsake 8×10 photo, Internet broadcast, 8 hours of extended 
Internet viewing, wedding DVD, courtesy limousine service to and from the ceremony, rock ‘n’ 
roll or traditional ceremonial music of choice, a Unity Candle Ceremony, and a First Look 
Service, so that couples can preserve the traditional surprise by arriving separately to the 
chapel.  
 
The Rock Star Wedding Package is available for $1,399 and can be booked at 
www.TropLV.com, or by calling (702) 739-2451 or (800) 280-1187.  
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About Tropicana Weddings Las Vegas  
Tropicana Weddings Las Vegas is a full-service wedding venue on the South Las Vegas 
Strip.  The charming free-standing wedding chapel and garden wedding courtyard are located 
inside the recently transformed New Tropicana Las Vegas. Lush landscaping, towering palm 
trees and gorgeous water features create an elegant, tropical wedding vibe. Tropicana 
Weddings’ professional wedding planners work with couples from all over the world to plan 
extraordinary Las Vegas weddings on a daily basis.  Tropicana Weddings has won many 
awards and 5-Star ratings, including WeddingWire.com for “Couple’s Choice Award” 2013 and 
2014. 
 
About “Raiding the Rock Vault” 
Simply the best rock show in Vegas. Ranked the No. 1 Performance in Las Vegas on 
TripAdvisor for over 12 months, “Raiding the Rock Vault” brings the history of rock ‘n’ roll to life 
with musicians from iconic bands who played it, including Whitesnake, Bon Jovi, Heart, 
Survivor, The Offspring, Quiet Riot, Asia, and Badfinger. Featuring classic anthems from The 
Rolling Stones, The Who, The Doors, Jimi Hendrix, Led Zeppelin, Deep Purple, Free, Eagles, 
Fleetwood Mac, Queen, Boston, Kansas, U2, Aerosmith, Van Halen, AC/DC, Pat Benatar, 
Foreigner, Heart, Journey, Bon Jovi, Whitesnake, Supertramp and many more, “Raiding the 
Rock Vault” was voted Reader’s Choice Best of Las Vegas. For tickets, please call (800) 829-
9034 or visit the Tropicana Las Vegas Show Tickets desk or TropLV.com 
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Media contact: 
“Raiding the Rock Vault” 
Stephen Will, Langdon Flynn Communications 
702.889.2705 
will@langdonflynn.com 
 
Tropicana Weddings/Chapel of the Flowers 
Diane Ferraro 
626.222.9388 
dianeferraro@gmail.com  
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